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INTERMEDIATE LANDING FIELD PERSONNEL RENDER
IMPORTANT SERVICE TO AIRMEN

When an airplane makes a la .nding | termediate landing fields he has the
at any one of the 351 Department of additional duties, shared with assist
Commerce intermediate landing fields ants , of making weather observations
throughout the United States , the per - and transmitting this information over
son to greet the pilot is an employee the Department of Commerce auto
of the Aeronautics Branch . This em - | matic telegraph - typewriter circuits .
ployee 's first thought is to render In some cases he also operates the
every possible assistance to the pilot radio marker beacon , a low -powered
and passengers . transmitter equipped with a radio tele
The Department of Commerce has phone apparatus which enables him to

employed a small army of men to talk with airmen flying over the air
furnish this service to airmen flying way , but this equipment has not yet
over the Federal airways . At some of been installed at all of the key fields.
the Department of Commerce fields When not used as a radiotelephone the
the duties of the person in charge in marker beacon sends out code signals
elnde keeping the field lighting sys to mark certain points along the air
tem in operation , the field in condi way or the intersection of adjacent
tion for landing of aircraft, and main radio range beacon beams .
taining a lookout for the airman who The caretaking personnel of the in
may need assistance . At the key in - | termediate landing fields is divided
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56 AIR COMMERCE BULLETIN

into two general classes , airway keep - showing the number of landings at
ers , who maintain a constant watch at his field , their causes and nature ,
the principal “ weather landing fields " | names of pilots . and license numbers
and part - time caretakers who live in of the planes . These reports are for
the vicinity of those intermediate land warded to the Airways Division of the
ing fields which are not key fields , and | Aeronautics Branch in Washington
who in a great many instances are the which enables it to maintain a clear
owners of the property on which the picture of how the fields are being
fields are located . used and whether or not they are

serving their purpose adequately .
PART -TIME KEEPER 'S DUTIES

The duties of the part -time care KEY FIELD KEEPERS ' DUTIES
taker consist ofmaking a daily inspec
tion of the field to see that the bound At key intermediate landing fields

where the Department of Commerceary , obstruction , and approach lights
has installed an automatic telegraphare operating properly ; that the bea

con is rotating ; and that the field is in
typewriter and , in some instances ,

proper condition for landings . In the radio equipment , the department em

event that the caretaker finds some of
ploys a principal airways keeper who is

the lights not burning, he may renew
in charge and assistant airways keep

them from the supply which is kept on ers, who are selected by the Civil
hand . If he discovers any major dif Service Commission and are employed

on a full -time basis . Their duties areficulty such as the failure of the bea
more numerous and complicated than

con to rotate , or the field filled with
washes after a storm , he immediately those of the caretakers at the other

fields .reports it to the airways mechanician
in charge of his section of airway . The duties of the airway keepers at
The airways mechanician travels in a the key fields consist , in addition to

truck fully equipped with tools , ap maintaining the lights and landing
paratus , and spare parts , and is re area in proper shape , of making peri
sponsible for the reliable operation odic observations of weather at their
and proper performance of all air particular field and transmitting it to
navigation facilities in his section . other stations by means of the auto
The caretaker maintains a lookout matic telegraph typewriter . The keep

for airplanes approaching the field , ers
, of which there are two at sta

and when one lands he lends every tions with
quarters furnished at the

possible aid to the pilot and passen field and three where keepers live at
gers. This assistance may be in the home , but stand their watches at the
form of transportation to the nearest watch house erected at the field , are
town , or of supplying food and lodg available also for reporting the posi
ing , or again he may sell the pilot oil tions of aircraft flying along the air
and gas from the emergency supply way, upon request .
which is stored at the field for just This position -reporting service con
such occasions . sists of contacting the pilot by radio
In unfavorable weather , and at the telephone as to position , license num
request of the proper responsible of ber of the plane , destination , and

point
ficial, the caretaker may signal the of departure . If the station is not
pilot flying over the field by means of equipped with radio , all possible in
red flares . If the condition of the formation is obtained by visual obser
weather is such as to constitute a | vation of the plane passing over the
danger to the aircraft should it con - | field . This is then transmitted over
tinue on the route , the caretaker may the circuit to the stations along the
set off two flares , which to the pilot airway which in turn keep a lookout
means , “ Land at once , regardless ." If for the plane . Reports are also made
the condition of the weather is such as to stations back along the circuit in
to demand caution , but not serious the direction from which the plane
enough to warrant an immediate land came.
ing , the caretaker may light only one The keeper in charge and his assist .
flare , which means “ Proceed with ants are also responsible for the main
caution ." tenance of all equipment at the fields ,
The caretaker receives his instruc- including the lights , and for keeping
tions from the district office of the Air the field free from obstructions. They
ways Division which is responsible for enforce the rules of the Department of
the maintenance of all airway equip Commerce which govern the use of the
ment . He files with the superintend - / field and report all violations of these
ent of the district a monthly report ' rules . They keep records of all land
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ings, as do the caretakers , and send | furnishes the means of transportation
periodic reports to the district office . for the 50 or 100 miles which may

have to be traveled to the nearest
AIRWAY KEEPERS ' QUARTERS town or trading post for supplies . In

many instances water is carried to the
Where it is practicable , the keepers station owing to the absence of waterusually live near by , but in some in at the desert sites .
stances , where the field is far removed
from towns or residences , the depart OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION
ment constructs quarters at the field .
At remote fields the keepers some Occasionally the keepers are located
times are located many miles from any | near bodies of water or forests , and
town or habitation and they may be then the routine may be broken by
isolated at their posts for months at a hunting and fishing in off hours , which
time. It is sometimes necessary for provides entertainment as well as a
them to lay in a supply of food and fresh food supply . In the ranching
fuel sufficient for the entire winter regions friendly sheep herders some
season , times replenish the keepers ' meat
The problems of transportation larder with fresh mutton .
sometimes become of first importance , The fields in the sparsely settled re
as, for instance , at two or three fields gions sometimes become “ community
in the western mountainous region the centers ” for the residents of the sur
only means by which the keepers may rounding section who ride in on week
travel during the winter season is | ends and holidays for an exchange of
either by snowshoes or by airplane. gossip and visits with friends. In ex
At many of these isolated fields the change for their company and news
pilots flying over the airway and the the keepers usually relay to them news
keepers maintain a waving acquaint from the outside brought in by air .
ance , although they may have never When a plane lands at one of the
met personally . isolated fields it is a real source of
In the desert regions problems of diversion for the keepers , who some
transportation involve long distances times may have not seen a new face
over isolated trails , and the keeper for weeks and may not have had out
usually has a light automobile which I side news in as long .

AUXILIARY COMMUNICATION AND RADIO RANGE STATION
FOR USE AT KEY INTERMEDIATE LANDING FIELDS TO BE
GIVEN SERVICE TEST

An auxiliary communication and The antenna system used will con
radio - range station for use at Depart sist of two loop antennas at right
ment of Commerce key intermediate angles to each other , the loops being
landing fields which will serve as a approximately 150 feet long and about
radiotelephone and as a “miniature 35 feet high and of a shape similar to
radio -range beacon ," giving directional that used at the regular range stations .
guidance to airmen flying on the air - | There will be an open - type antenna
ways is being established at the in used also , which will be of the flat-top
termediate landing field at Archibald , type with four horizontal sections and
Ohio , 30 miles west of Toledo , for ex four down leads bisecting the angles
perimental purposes by the Aeronau between the loop antennas . These
tics Branch . will be joined together at the base of
In addition to its use as a radio the center pole and run into the build
telephone to communicate with air . ing . The height of the open antenna
craft in order that their positions may will be about 35 feet and each section
be transmitted backward and forward will be about 100 feet long. The
along the airway by means of the transmitting equipment , having ap
automatic telegraph typewriter cir proximately 50 watts of power , will be
cuit, the new type station may, upon installed in a small building and op
request , be operated as a directive erated by remote control from the
radio -range beacon for guiding aircraft airways keeper 's building . A double
to an intermediate landing field . This throw magnetic switch will be used to
is accomplished by sending out direc direct the transmitter output to either
tional beams for short distances which the loop antennas or the open antenna .
may be followed to their source by the Additional magnetic switches will be
aircraft , provided so that the transmitter may
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be operated as a range transmitter or be provided so that the transmitter
as a telephone transmitter . Provision may be shifted to telephone operation .
will also be made for a stand -by con The microphone will be located in the
dition ; that is , with the tube filaments airways keeper ' s building and a speech
lighted and the transmitter ready for amplifier will be installed there also .
instantaneous operation . This will require a power supply for

the speech amplifier , which will con
OPERATION BY SWITCHES sist of one 6-volt storage battery and

Three switches will be provided in from 135 to 180 volts of plate battery .
the airways keeper ' s house , which will The present control arrangement re
be marked “ stand -by," " telephone ," quires six conductors between the
and " range.” When the stand -by radio station and the airways keeper 's
switch is on it will be possible to begin house. This will provide for complete
operation immediately either as a remote operation of the equipment as
range or a telephone transmitter by a radio range or as a radiotelephone
throwing the proper switch . These transmitter .
switches will be interlocked , so that A standard radio range automatic
should both switches be thrown the key will be required , together with one
transmitter will return to stand -by po standard link circuit relay . It is
sition and nothing will be transmitted . planned to use a 12-volt storage bat
When the stand -by switch is in the tery with trickle charger for operating
“ off ” position , the equipment will be the link circuit relay and other controlcompletely shut down . relays . Special coils are being develFor telephone operation the open oped for the link circuit relays to op
antenna will be used and relays will lerate on this voltage .

WEATHER MAPS TO BE TRANSMITTED BY AUTOMATIC TELE
GRAPH TYPEWRITER CIRCUITS OPERATED BY AERONAUTICS
BRANCH

Transmission of the standard daily | cific weather conditions and wind di
weather map of the United States by rections . For example , a solid dot of
automatic telegraph typewriters has about one-eighth of an inch is the sym
been developed by the Airways Divi bol for cloudy weather ; the same dot ,
sion of the Aeronautics Branch and half solid and half open will indicate
within the near future such a weather partly cloudy ; an open circle , the samemap transmission service will be estab size as the foregoing dots, will repre
lished by the branch as an addition to sent clear. Thunderstorms will bethe weather service it now supplies shown by a symbol consisting of a letairports and aircraft in flight by tele ter " R " with its right leg terminating
graph typewriter and radio . with an arrow , and wind directionsTwo complete weather maps of the will be represented by arrows. Other
United States , showing high and low necessary weather data , such as “ ceilpressure areas , wind directions, cloud ing " or height of clouds above the
conditions , etc ., as of 8 a . m . and 8 ground at the principal weather re
p . m . daily , can be transmitted over | porting stations , barometric pressures ,
the automatic telegraph typewriter temperatures , etc ., will be included incircuits within 15minutes after all the a space provided beneath the map .data have been collected from various
points of the United States and com TIME OF TRANSMISSIONpiled by the Weather Bureau in Wash
ington , The actual transmission time for the
Slight modifications in the automatic weather map is about seven minutes
telegraph typewriters now in use at and the additional information re
airports along the Federal airways sys quires about five minutes . The
tem will be necessary to accommodate weather observations are taken at 8
the weather map transmission service . a . m . and 8 p . m . daily ' and trans
Whereas the machines now receive mitted to the Weather Bureau in
weather information on tape , a page Washington . By 9 a . m . and 9 p . m .
type automatic telegraph typewriter the Weather Bureau has the weather
machine will be required to accommo map ready and within 15 minutes
date a base map 842 inches wide . after those hours it may be well on
In addition , several special type its way , via the automatic telegraph
symbols will be added to indicate spe - | typwriter circuits of the Department


